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Technology
ruins
the nature
of camping.
See page 2...

Mostly sunny
after morning
low fog.
Highs in the
50s to mid-60s.
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Bowling team
still rolling
down the lane.
See page 6...
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Presidential search ...

Evans tackles
tough issues
Says SJSU experience his strength
By Nancie Gruber
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

JOHN LEE

SJSU President J. Handel Evans waits as he is introduced during his question and answer session noon Tuesday in the
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Student Union Umunhum room. Evans faces four challengers for
the position as president of the university.

During his opening remarks in
the Student Union Umunhum
room, San Jose State University’s
President J. Handel Evans said he
believes in the concept of the
master plan, the role of the
California State University system in it and embraces SJSU’s
diversity of students, faculty and
staff. He considers the diversity
to be an asset and an opportunity, he said.
Evans said his experience in
the system has prepared him to
be president. Evans said he
knows and understands both the
CSU system and SJSU.
"I have no learning curve, and I

am already positioned to take the
next step in the evolution of our
campus."
After Evans completed his
opening statement, the floor was
opened to questions from the
audience of students, faculty,
staff and members of the community in attendance.
The first question posed to
Evans was about how he would
reduce racial tensions in view of
the results of the recent Campus
Climate Survey.
Evans said SJSU is a place
of learning, and there is no room
for racial tension or racial disharmony.
"It has to go," he said.
See Evans, page 5

Towson State candidate visits campus today
have 10
years experience as presidential staff. I
can do what
needs to be
done.’
SLIM

By Kevin Valine
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

He’s spent the last 20
years at a midsize, mostly
white state university in
suburban Baltimore. But
Robert L. Caret, provost at
Towson State University,
wants to be San Jose State
University’s next president.
"It’s a hard question to
Robert Caret
presidential candidate answer, but the timing is

right for me and San Jose
State," said Caret, who, as
provost, is second in command at TSU.
"I never planned to be an
administrator, (but I am)
most effective at a metropolitan university," he said. "I
like the pace of life; there’s
always 100 things going on."
Caret, 47, is one of five
candidates chosen by a

search committee to vie for
the SJSU presidency.
He will be on campus
today and students will
have two chances to meet
him, from 11:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. in the Student Union
Umunhum room and from
4:30 to 6:30 p.m. at
Washington Square Hall,
room 109.
Caret and the other candi-

dates will interview with the
California State University
Board of Trustees in midDecember. The trustees will
then pick one of the five.
At least one TSU faculty
member hopes the trustees
don’t pick Caret.
"I know you (SJSU) will be
happy," said TSU Professor
Maravene Loeschke, chair of
the theatre arts department.

"But we don’t want to lose
him."
Loeschke said she has
known Caret for 15 years.
"1 first knew him when he
was a faculty member," she
said. "He would come to our
school productions."
Loeschke said Caret, as
provost, has continued his
support of theatre arts by
See Caret, page 3

SJSU athletic director praises
benefits of $6 million budget
59 percent of funding comes from students, alumni and ticket sales
By Nancy J. Zamani
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

One campus program under
attack during the Instructionally
Related Activities voting period
this month was the athletic
department.
Critics of the proposed IRA allocations were positioned outside
Clark Library and at, the Academic Senate meeting. They questioned the budgeting priorities
of San Jose State University, and
why so much money was going to
athletics.
According to Don Kassing, vice
president for administration, athletics are costly by nature at all
colleges, not exclusively at SJSU.
University financial information
provided by Kassing shows the

’You can’t run this
kind of program
without this kind of
money. It also creates
donations and
revenue.’
Dori Kassing
Nice preident tor sciminierstion

athletic department has a projected operating budget of $6,762,557
for the 1994-95 fiscal year.
"You can’t run this kind of program without this kind of money,"
Kassing said. "It also creates donations and revenue."
State money from the general
fund has remained stable for the

past five fiscal years at $3,340,357
annually, accounting for 41 percent of the total budget. The
remainder of the athletic budget
comes from three sources: student support, alumni donations
and fund raising, and income from
ticket sales, guarantees, conferences and tournaments. These
sources are projected to provide
revenues of $3,422,200.
Tom Brennan, director of athletics, said his department has a
value beyond revenue generation.
"San Jose State serves a real
diverse student body," Brennan
said, "with both commuter students and those who are looking
for a total college experience.
Athletics can do a lot for that type
See Athletics, page 3

CSU rethinks remedial education courses
By Michelle Maitre
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

Faced with the rising cost of
educating unprepared students,
the California State University system may implement a long-term
plan to boot remedial education
courses from the CSU curriculum.
But such a change would not
occur until kindergarten through
12th grade schools have shouldered their burden In preparing
students for college, said Alexander Gonzalez, academic vice
president at CSU Fresno.
Gonzalez chaired a report on

remedial education that found 15
percent of entering students need
remedial education after falling
the system’s English Placement
Test and Entry Level Mathematics
examination.
"CSU is not in the business of
remediating these kids," said
Trustee Ralph Pesqueira, chair of
the board’s Educational Policy
Committee. Pesqueira supports a
long-term plan that would completely eliminate remedial courses
for unprepared freshmen from
Cals.
Pesqueira and Gonzalez differ-

entiated between students who
enter the CSU from high school or
junior colleges and re-entry students, who might need special
refresher courses. The CSU system is concerned with students
who enter college from high
school and are unprepared for
course work, Gonzalez said.
"(Kindergarten through 12th
grade schools) are supposed to
be teaching these kids." Pesqueira
said, "and we’re finding out
they’re not."
But Susan McClory, developSee Remedial, page 3
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Chemistry student Tamer Mogannam Is comforted by a San Jose parameoic in front of
Washington Square Hall Tuesday, after a waste bottle exploded in a chemist-, " 4 -ass

Student, fireman injured
after explosion on campus
By A.J. Nomai
Spartan Daily Stall Write,

About 10 a.m. Tuesday, room 150 in the
Science building on Fourth Street was
rocked by a small explosion.
The chemistry 11A class was in the middle of conducting an experiment when a
waste bottle exploded, injuring one student, according to Henry DeGroot, public
information officer for the San Jose Fire
Department.
Chemistry student Tamer Mogannam,
18, was closest to the explosion and was
he only one injured by the flying glass.
While paramedic Steve Morgan was treat-

ing Mogannam he came into contact with
the acetyl chloride on Mogannam’s skin
and suffered respiratory distress, DeGroot
said.
Morgan and Mogannam were taken to
Valley Medical Center for treatment.
"The ventilation was then promptly
turned off and the building evacuated.
Other students in the class were screened
for any exposure to the hazardous materials and offered medical services," DeGroot
said.
Washington Square Hall, which adjoins
the Science building was also evacuated.
See Explosion, page 5
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The Word From Elysium

High-tech camping
misses the point

Kevin Moore
cam’s’s/

As the snow flurries down into the Sierra pass- eyes were about to be opened to the real meaning
es and the backpacking season is firmly closed for of the outdoor experience.
The store was crammed wall-to-wall with shiny
all but the most extreme outdoors persons, I
think back to the difficulty I had in understanding new high-tech gear for every conceivable outdoor
activity. Even the socks had been designed on a
what camping and hiking is really all about.
In my youth I canoed through Quetico and the CAD right down to the molecular level.
My friend started grabbing things off the
Boundary waters along the Canadian border. I
backpacked through the Cascade and Olympic shelves and pushing them at me. Things I had
ranges. I tromped about in the wild lands of never heard of before, but things that I now knew,
deep in my bones, that I could no longer live withAlaska.
I thought backpacking and camping were about out.
Things like a combination altimeter, barometer,
solitude, communing with nature and obseiving
wild animals in their natural habitats. I was anemometer and fish scaler with a built-in
corkscrew that fit into a case the size of a fountain
wrong.
Last spring a friend of mine persuaded me to pen.
We vaporized my bank account in 20 minutes
break my several-year stint of uninterrupted
urban living. I immediately trotted out my worn and set out for the high country. By afternoon we
Italian mountaineering boots, rolled up my were elbowing our way up the trail to the tree
Eiderdown sleeping bag (comfort rated to 60 line.
At the summit we paused to take a deep breath
degrees below zero with a vapor barrier) and my
and enjoy the view of an Alpine meadow in full
poncho.
"Where’s the rest of it?" my friend asked. I summer splendor. As far as the eye could see, the
reached behind my chest-of-drawers into a com- meadow was covered with beautiful multicolored
pact mass of dust and cobwebs to retrieve my tents.
We made camp while my friend explained to me
pack.
He gasped as I brought forth this battered vet- the importance of low-impact camping. He had
eran of a decade of wilderness trekking. I could chosen a self-standing tent. The shiny nylon rensee he was impressed. I displayed it proudly as I dered in mellow earth tones so as not to clash
with nature and no tent stakes to scar and erode
beat the ancient grime from its surface.
"What a piece of junk," he said. "That thing the ground.
I wandered over to the stream to get some
belongs in a museum. I’ve never seen a plywoodwater and struck up a conversation with a man
frame pack before."
"It’s called a packboard," I told him. "With this rinsing the Tide suds out of his shirt.
"It’s really great to get away from it all," he said.
you can carry anything from a load of concrete to
"I love being with people who really respect the
an outboard motor."
He didn’t look too convinced. I actually thought environment."
Our conversation was cut short as a gentle
I saw a slight shudder work its way through him.
Ten minutes later we were tooling up 880 breeze sprung up and I noticed my new tent
toward Berkeley in his shiny new sport-utility careening down the mountain like a crazed tumbleweed.
vehicle.
"I’ll see you all next year," I yelled over my
When we got to the outfitters I got my first
glimpse of the truth. I didn’t know it then, but my shoulder as I ran after it.

Letters to the Editor

Allowing bigotry not wise Daily policy
Dear Editor:
Black men are all just junkies
and thieves and they’ll "do"
your wife if you give ’em a
chance. I can’t really prove it
scientifically, but then again,
"there must have been a reason
for such sentiments, regarding
blacks, to arise in the first
place."
The part in quotation marks
was taken word by word from
Aida Abraham’s letter regarding
Jews and the Holocaust, with
only one change: I replaced the
word "Jews" with the word

"Blacks."
Well, I respect the right of
racists to speak. It’s a price we
all pay to enjoy our fast shrinking First Amendment. I even
respect the First Amendment
right of the Spartan Daily editors to determine the paper’s
editorial policy.
I would, however, like to question the wisdom of that policy.
If you ran Aida Abraham’s
racist statement, there should
be no reason why you shouldn’t
have ran this letter, even if it
continued to elaborate on racist
notions about Americans of

African origins. Did you really
want to give a voice to bigotry?
I think that the Spartan Daily
editors should use their editorial privileges more prudently.
After all, in view of Abraham’s
letters and running an advertisement by Holocaust revisionists last semester, no wonder
that in some circles the paper is
already nicknamed "The Fascist
Daily."

After seeing all the controversy surrounding the "Quetzalcoatl" statue, in addition to
reading your article on the subject on Nov. 21, I felt obliged to
offer my own comments regarding this.
First off, I’m rather amused by
the various members of the religious right protesting this. In
particular, I find the comments
of Art Derby claiming that the
advocates of this sculpture are
"hard-core pro-aborts," to be
the height of absurdity.
One logically cannot see the
tie between a rather benign
deity with no history of sacrifice

made to it, to the entire abortion issue. I guess that one
would presume that logic has
nothing to do with it.
Also, as for the supporters of
the statue being "pro-aborts,"
well, for the record, I am strongly pro-choice, with 10 years of
defending clinics against violent
terrorist groups like Operation
"Rescue."
Personally, I cannot understand why the City of San Jose
spent good money on a rather
ugly statue. Instead of making a
true representation of this
plumed serpent deity, the sculpture in question looks more like
a giant copy of something one
would accidentally step on in

the park and have to scrape off
on the curb.
Rather than supporting this
stone monstrosity, the City of
San Jose should have stopped
payment on the check, telling
the creator that he could have
done better. We deserve more
for that amount of money.
The City of San Jose and the
taxpayers of San Jose, deserve
far better than having their
money spent on what quite
frankly looks like a giant stone
pile of dog poop.

Patrick McKinnio
Computer Science

Artists wanted for political cartoons
The Spartan Daily is searching for a few good
artists to display their wares on the Opinion page.
Please submit five political cartoons with your
name and phone number to Dwight Bentel Hall,

News R

room 209.
Artists must have good drawing skills, keep up
with current events and have strong positions on
Issues.

92.132N0

"Whoever did it is my hero."
I couldn’t believe those words came out of her
mouth. I had a hunch about how the families of
Jeffrey Dahmer’s victims would react when they
heard Dahmer was beaten to death in prison.
I just had no idea that a victim would actually
embrace the type of person that Dahmer was: a
murderer. What a hypocrite she is. What a fool.
How can anyone praise the murder of Dahmer
without condoning murder? What about the families of the victims of Dahmer’s murderer? How
do you think they feel now that people like her
are coming out and calling the guy a hero?
But then again, the majority of Californians
embrace murder as a form of "justice," so I guess
I’m in the minority on this issue. But as Francis
Bacon once said, "There is in human nature more
of the fool than of the wise."
This episode relates to the death penalty
because overwhelming sentiment when Dahmer’s
story came out was that he should be executed.
Now he has been killed by the hands of another
inmate and the reaction has been shocking
although not surprising.
I had always straddled the fence on the death
penalty issue. I could never wholeheartedly
embrace the theory that killing human beings
could reduce crime; yet I could never argue with

A.J. Nomai
staff frporirr

the logic of "an eye for an eye."
But this Dahmer episode has to be the straw
that broke the camel’s back. I am now definitely
on one side of the fence. The left side, so to
speak.
The way I see it, sentencing someone to death
is cruel and unusual punishment. The only
instance I could see the death penalty even
vaguely applicable is if the murderer told the victim the day, time and method of his/her death.
But then I still have problems with it, like, what
if the person convicted is actually innocent? And
how do we explain this to our children? On the
one hand we tell our children that murder is
wrong. Then we, as a state, murder.
And what, o’ great religious right wackos,
would Jesus think of your support for the death
penalty? I don’t think He’d be too pleased.
Dahmer is by no means a guy worthy of sympathy. But if we are to be as "civilized" as we like
to think, this murdering madness, whether by an
individual or the state, needs to end.
The guy who murdered Dahmer is no more a
hero than Dahmer himself. And those who would
pat him on the back for "ridding the world of
another evil" need to take a moment to think
about what they are saying.
Murder is not a solution; it’s a problem.

Unlike ’I’ nations, Israel is democratic
Dear Editor
I am writing this letter in
response to Naser Ideis’ column
regarding
on
Nov.
21
Proposition 187.
Although I feel Naser did a
fine job in expressing his point
of view on the issues surrounding the initiative, I resent the
cheap shot he took on the
nation of Israel.
In the article, Naser insinuates that the United States is
not a totalitarian country like
Israel, the former Soviet Union

or Algeria. Contrary to Naser’s
point of view, like the United
States, Israel is a modern
democracy whose citizens
enjoy the same rights and freedoms that we do here in our
country.
Maybe Naser’s accusation
would have been closer to the
truth if he would have included
two other middle eastern countries whose names begin with
"I" Iran and Iraq. These countries, Naser, along with many
others in that region are closer
to the totalitarian governments

you were trying to describe.
Let’s remember, the progress
being made in the middle east
peace process today is largely
due to the fact that the citizens
of Israel democratically elected
a prime minister whose main
platform was to make peace
with the arabs.
Next time, please no cheap
shots at Israel.

Adam Bernstein
Graduate
Biological Sciences

Opinion page policies
Any letter or column for
the Opinion page must be In
the Letters to the Editor’s box
in the Spartan Daily newsroom,
Dwight Bente! Hall 209.
Articles and letters must contain
the author’s
name,
address, phone number, signature and major.
Contributions must be typed

or submitted on a 3.5-inch disk
using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always bring a
printout of your submission.
Submissions become the
property of the Spartan Daily
and will be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length.
Categories available to nonDaily staff members are:

Campus Viewpoint: 300 to 500
word essays on current campus, political or personal
issues.
Letters to the Editor: Up to
200 words responding to a certain issue or point of view. If
they are longer, they may be
edited for length from the bottom up.
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Free voice workshop with Fred
Curchak and acting workshop,
Nov. 30, 10:30 am. and I p.m.
Hall Todd Theatre, 924-6261.

Biological Sdence Dept
Seminar, Nov. 30, 1:30 p.m.
Duncan Hall, room 115. Call 9244900.
Black Alliance of Scientists
and Engineers
BASE meeting, Engineering bldg,
room 358.
Buhwr-lytton English Club
Meeting, 12:30 p.m. R), room
104. Call Ezra 293-0183.
Chinese
Language
and
Culture Club
Chinese Calligraphy Demo, 11:30
am. to 12:30 p.m., BC, room 122.
College Republicans
Meeting, 2 p.m. Pacheco Room.
Call Diana (510) 786,3947.
Disabled Student Association
Meeting, 3-4 p.m. Costanoan
Room. Call Denise 297-7393.
Division of Tedmolog
Open House, 9 am. Industrial
Studies Bldg, room 108.
Call Prof. Holmes924-3190

Wednesday, November 30,

San Jose State University

Pre4aw Sodety
Guest speaker: S.C. County
District Attorney Mr Richmond,
5 p.m. HGH, mom 273. Call Neda
(510) 490-2137.
tilling/MY
Chicanos/Lathios in Health
Education
Last meeting of the year. Topic:
"Personal Statements." 5:30 p.m.,
Duncan Hall, rm. 505. Call Vince
226-2219
Disabled Student Association
Last meeting of the semester 121 p.m. Costanoan Room. Call
Irene (510)846.4902.
Bisexual

Meeting, 2 to 3:30 p.m.
Guadalupe Room. Call Hyde 287-

835 1 .

listening Hour
Ancient instrument ensemble:
"Collegium Musicum," 12:30 to
1:15 p.m. Music Bldg. Concert
Hall. Call 924-4631.
Model United Nations
Pot luck party, 4 to 6 p.m.
Montalvo Room. Call Neda (510)
490-2137.
Muslim Students Association
Juma-prayer, 1 to 1:30 p.m.
Costanoan Room. Call Nadeem
985-7715.

library Donations and Sales
Unit
Ongoing book sale, 10 am. to 2
p.m., WLN, mom 408. Call 9242705.

Pre-law Society
Guest speaker Mr Salter, attorney, 6 p.m. HGH, room 223. Call
Neda (510) 490-2137.

Re-entry Advising Office
Brown bag lunch, noon to 1:30
p.m. Pacheco Room. Call Virginia
O’Reilly 9245930.

School of Art and Design
Student Galleries Art Exhibits, 10
am. to 4 p.m. Art and Industrial
Studies Bldgs. Call Marla 9244330.

Sparta Guido is fres111 and available to students. faculty staff associations. Deadline is 5pm two
days Wore publication. Forma available at D8H 209. Entr4s may be caked to allow for space
restrictions

From page 1
of student.
"If you don’t value athletics
and its important role," he said,
"there are some who would say
’Why spend at all?’ But athletics
can do a lot to enhance the visibility of the university."
Brennan said it is healthy
to question the role of athletics
in higher education, but said
it is not healthy for discussions
to have an "us against them"
attitude.

Out of its operating budget,
the athletic program pays for
salaries, scholarships, team
travel costs, recruiting, event
costs, supplies and equipment.
Football has a budget of
$2,055,339 because with 90
players, it is the largest team,
Brennan said, and also has the
potential to generate the most
revenue. Basketball has the
next largest amount with
$585,793 for the men’s team and
$428,760 for the women’s team.

Baseball receives $289,518 and
softball receives $240,398.
Women’s golf has a larger
budget than men’s golf. at
$167,616 and $109,724 respectively. Women’s tennis has
$72,375, and men’s tennis has
$71,515. Women’s gymnastics
receives $166,278 and men’s
gymnastics is allocated $96,104.
Sports exclusively for women at SJSU are volleyball
($261,627),
swimming
($135,918) and cross country

($41,156). Men’s soccer gets
$154,613.
Brennan said his department
plans to increase its fund-raising efforts.
"I see a need and a reality
that we need to find new
sources of revenue for the
entire university," Brennan said.
"Fund raising becomes more
and more important as we
try to enhance the revenue
we receive from external
resources"

Remedial: CSU reconsidering basic courses
mental math coordinator at San
Jose State University, said remedial courses belong in the curriculum.
"Maybe not at the scale we
offer them," she said, "but we
do need them.
"You have a number of students coming in as special
admissions and they haven’t
met course requirements. A
lot are coming from the inner
city, a lot are minority. Asking
them to take courses from a
community college (before
coming to a CSU) is a way to
lose them," she said.
Gonzalez understand’s McClory’s concerns.
"There are a lot of students
who don’t pass the ELM and
EPT," he said. "That doesn’t
mean you bar them from coming in. What you need to do
is improve methods so that
these students can meet the
requirements."
Gonzalez is chairing a followup report that will contain additional recommendations on

how the CSU can meet its longterm goal of exterminating
remedial education courses
including ideas for a reformed
partnership with elementary
schools.
Gonzalez said remedial courses present a problem for unprepared students because the
courses aren’t credited toward
a degree and because students
cannot take some upper division courses until they pass the
remedial courses.
To complicate matters, 30
to 50 percent of unprepared
students fail remedial courses
the first time and are forced
to take them over again, Pesqueira said.
"It wastes our money and the
students’ time," he said. "Let’s
find a way to send a message
to K-12 that it’s time for them
to get busy and teach kids
before they walk onto (a college) campus."
McClory, who teaches Math 5
and 7 for students who don’t
receive a passing grade on
the ELM, said placing the bur-

den on lower education schools
doesn’t work.
"They’ve been talking about
that for years," she said.
But Gonzalez said some
changes have to be made.
"The system is in trouble and
the trustees have raised the
issue of whether the CSU

should be spending any money
on remedial education at all,"
Gonzalez said.
"The CSU is the last train stop
and we’re getting (students)
from high schools and junior
colleges and they’re not prepared.
"What do you do’?"

The International Center
has housing for you!
We Offer:
Interaction with fascinating people!
Multicultural arii hies!
Computer & Andy rooms!
A student kitchen’.
Fun Se friemliN home en% ironment!

If you are interested. call:
SISC
1NTIAINATION.11. CENTIAI
360 So, I 101 Si. .4IK (24-6.170

t.S. Program Board
presents

Caret: East Coast native looks to move West
From page 1
upgrading the department with building
renovations and establishing several master of fine arts programs.
If Caret is selected as SJSU’s president, it
would be a major geographic shift in his
life. He has spent his whole life on the East
Coast.
Caret was born in Biddeford, Maine; graduated from Boston’s Suffolk University with
a bachelor’s degree in chemistry; and
earned his doctorate in organic chemistry
from the University of New Hampshire.
He has spent his academic career at
Towson State. He was a chemistry professor from 1974 to 1981; dean of the college of
natural and mathematical sciences from
1981 to 1987; and provost for the last seven
years.
But more than geography separate TSU
and SJSU; the two universities inhabit different worlds.
TSU’s student body is 85 percent white
and 9 percent African-American. The campus is nestled in a suburban environment
that Sam Helms, a TSU administrator,
described as "middle class."
At SJSU, 56 percent of the 27,000 students
during Fall ’93 were non-white. The campus
is located in an urban landscape with homeless people and halfway houses as integral
parts of the scene.
But Caret said he has the experience to
lead SJSU.
"I’ve been working in the same scale (at
TSU)," he said. "I have 10 years’ experience
as presidential staff. I can do what needs to
be done."
Caret said TSU has an annual budget of
$126 million, which, according to SJSU’s
controller’s office, is about half of SJSU’s
1993 budget of $266 million.
But in some ways, the two universities
are similar. Both have faced wrenching budget cuts and rising fees due to economic
downturns
"We had an awful recession here," said
Mike Bowler, education editor at the
Baltimore Sun. "The (state) university system had huge cuts during the early ’90s. For
a few years, no faculty got raises."
At TSU, tuition for a full-time students
increased from $2,014 in 1990 to $3,288 in
1994. During the same time, fees at SJSU
rose from $978 to $1,970.
Caret said the days of heavy funding for
higher education are over.
"We are currently in a conservative
phase," he said. "We are not going to see
lots of money. The best we can hope for Is
no more budget cuts. We need to be practical and realistic."
Technology may be one of Caret’s solu-
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Athletics: Most women’s sports get equal funds

From page 1
GainceLesbian,
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He works and
works. He has the
energy of four or
five people. But he
loves people. He’s
an extrovert and
loves conversation.
... I truly don’t know
anyone who doesn’t
like him.’
Maravene Loeschke
MU theatre arts department chair

tions. Colleagues laud his technological
expertise.
"He’s extremely computer literate," said
John Brain, a TSU public relations professor
who also works for Caret on a higher education committee.
Caret laughed when told how Brain views
his computer skills.
"I’ve been associated with that because I
created the computer science department
on campus."
But Caret believes strongly in technology’s role on campus.
"Technology will change how people
learn," he said. "There will be more selfpaced learning. Faculty will become guides
and tutors. Teaching will not always be in
the lecture format."
But where would Caret get the funding?
"We need to be creative in how we use
our resources," he said.
Jeff Smith, SJSU’s undergraduate coordinator for computer science, said technology may not be the cure for what ails SJSU.
"It’s always helpful If (SJSU’s) president
knows technology," he said. "It helps him
Interact with local industry. But my suspicion is that technology is overrated in the
classroom."
But Caret said it takes more than technology for a university to be effective. It must
also forge relationships with the community.
To further that goal, he helped form the
Executive Advisory Board on Higher
Education in Baltimore County in 1986.

Caret serves as chairman of the advisory
board which is comprised of administrators
from private and public colleges and business and community leaders.
Brain, who serves as director, said, "The
object (of the committee) is to break down
walls that separate the university from the
community."
The advisory board also lets Caret hone
his business skills.
"I would say (Caret’s) manner is more like
a business executive rather than an academic," Brain said. "He operates at a much
faster speed than what’s normal for the academic world.
"In the business world, you make a deal
Friday and start Monday," he said. "In the
academic world, it’s much slower. A lot of
committee work goes on."
But TSU Professor Richard Vatz said
Caret can slow his pace when needed.
"There’s a positive relationship between
faculty and the president," said Vatz, who is
a member of the academic senate and has
known Caret for 20 years.
"The president believes in consultation
and Bob Caret is his protØgØ," Vatz said. "He
(Caret) would bring the same relationship
to San Jose State."
Caret said he has no problem balancing
roles.
"I’m an academic," he said, "but I can be a
businessman and a politician."
Whether academic, businessman or
politician, TSU faculty think highly of him.
Loeschke described him as a super hero,
but said he’s never too busy for people.
"He works and works. He has the energy
of four or five people," she said. "But he
loves people. He’s an extrovert and loves
conversation."
When asked if Caret has any critics.
Loeschke said, "I truly don’t know anyone
who doesn’t like him.
"If he has any faults," she said, "I’ve heard
(that he can be) impatient, doesn’t listen
well, and (he’s) spread too thin. He’s not a
superman, but he’s awfully good at his jot)."
Caret laughed when told the Spartan
Daily couldn’t find anyone who’d say a bad
word about him.
"Good," he said. "I’m trying to keep them
In the background."
He then became serious.
"I’ve been provost for eight years and
(before that) dean for seven," he said. "I’ve
said no a lot of times, but I don’t feel like
I’ve worn out my welcome."
Then why leave?
"I spent my first 20 years in New
England," Caret said. "My next 20 in
Maryland. Now it’s time to spend the next
20 In California."
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LEFT: Born with schizophrenia inherited from his
father, 46-year-old San
Jose resident David
spends his days in the
community center at the
Grace Baptist Church.
David and about 2,500
other mentally ill people
live within a two and onehalf mile radius of San
Jose State University
BELOW LEFT: David
walks through the backyard of the board and
care home he lives in
near Fifth and St. James
streets. In the boarding
home, David is fed three
times a day and is able to
wash his laundry. Before
moving to the house,
David lived in the streets,
eating out of garbage
cans.
BELOW: David takes a
smoking break with a
friend outside of the
Grace Baptist Church on
10th and San Fernando
streets. The center is a
refuge for many of the
mentally ill in the area.
MAR(S) Jost SAiscHtz
SPARTAN DAILY
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Mentally ill fight depression, suicide
By Stacey Hewitt
Spartan Daily stall Writer

On Nov. 11, a mentally ill man
slashed his wrists and used a bluelight
phone to call the University Police
Department for help. Last semester,
another mentally ill man from a board
and care home jumped to his death
from the 10th Street garage.
Incidents such as these have raised
concern in the community about the
plight of the mentally ill around San
Jose State University’s campus.
There are between 2,400-2,800 mentally ill people living in a two and onehalf mile radius around SJSU. Eighty
percent live in board and care homes
around the community, 10 percent with
their families, and 10 percent independently.
David is one of the mentally ill who
can be seen on and around campus.
He was born with schizophrenia, a disease he inherited from his father.
Schizophrenia Is a severe mental disorder characterized by faulty thought
processes, bizarre actions, and unrealistic behavior dominated by private
fantasies and a failure to maintain normal interpersonal relationships.
David began showing signs of the
disease as a child. He suffered from
severe headaches at a young age, and
he also began having delusions.
"1 always thought that the devil was
after me," he said. "I had to sleep with
the light on because I thought a man
with a knife was coming to kill me."
David was adopted by a colonel in
the army and his family when he was 6
years old. He said he continued to suf-

fer from delusions and paranoia. He cide among the mentally ill.
"We have had some clients commit
began taking drugs at the age of 15 to
suicide. A lot of people who commit
get rid of the pain from his headaches.
"I was afraid," he said. "I didn’t know suicide tend to withdraw and keep to
who to talk to. 1 didn’t want people to themselves. We don’t see much of that
dump me."
here," Githens said.
David was admitted to Westwood
Githens, who has worked for a suiState Hospital for the mentally ill in cide prevention clinic, said he recogFresno. While there, he began sniffing nizes the signs and tries to help a menmodel airplane glue that he stole from tally ill person who may be considering
a local Kmart to make the pain from his suicide.
headaches go away. He has spent the
David Martinez, a licensing program
majority of his 46 years in and out of analyst for the board and care homes
said that the mental mental
hospitals,
ly ill are more likely
Jails, and living on
to commit suicide
the streets. David 6
now lives in a house
I was afraid. I didn’t than the rest of the
population. He estiwith 40 other people.
know who to talk
Most of his roommated that 25 permates are also mencent of the mentally
to. I didn’t want
ill
have
suicidal
tally ill.
Jim Githens has
behavior or have
people to dump
committed suicide.
run a community
me.,
"It is definitely
center for the mensaid Martally ill, located in the
David higher,"
tinez. "It’s a part of
Grace Baptist Church
local halfway house resident
who Patient from schizophrenia
You
the
illness.
on 10th and San Fernando streets, for the
always have to worry
past 19 years. David,
about suicide. A lot
along with other mentally ill people, of it has to do with the chemical imbalances the mentally ill suffer front."
come to the center.
Martinez has had clients jump from
"We try to teach them everyday
skills, such as sewing, so they can take the Meridian and Interstate 280 overpass in addition to the parking garages
care of themselves," Githens said.
The center tries to give the mentally on campus. He had one client who
Ill an alternative to walking the streets committed suicide by laying down on
and being confined to the board and the railroad tracks, where she was
care home, where they can become decapitated by a train.
Marie Torres, who is the administradepressed and Isolated. This, along
with failure to take medication, can tor of a board and care home in the
area, says she has dealt with suicidal
sometimes lead to suicide.
Githens is aware of the cases of sul- behavior before, and has had some of

-.......r.......-.....11111..alba111111.111.

her residents commit suicide.
"Many of their families have abandoned them," she said. "They are all
alone and no one cares for them. They
also have problems getting a job."
Torres said that about half of her residents stay home smoking, drinking
coffee, and watching television.
"They don’t have anything to do,"
she said. "They are afraid of things
outside."
Torres said she works closely with
the patient’s case workers and therapists to prevent and treat patients who
may be considering suicide.
In addition to suicide, housing and
abuse can also be a problems that the
mentally ill face.
There are licensed and unlicensed
board and care homes in the San
Jose area. Licensed homes have to
abide by strict regulations, ensuring
the patients are fed and taken care
of. They are also allowed to dispense
medication to the patients, something
the unlicensed homes are not allowed
to do.
Githens said many of the unlicensed
homes are very poor.
"They don’t take good care of their
clients. They don’t have to abide by
all state regulations. Oftentimes they
don’t keep their clients clean. Some
are In it Just for making money,"
he said.
He believes that many mentally Ill
people are not aware of their rights
and don’t know when they are being
abused. Githens posts a list of the
rights of the mentally ill at the community center and reports any suspected
cases of abuse.

_

Martinez said they have closed down
three homes so far this year. One
home, formerly located on 11th Street,
had poor plumbing, and was infested
with rats and roaches. The owners
were barred from operating another
home.
He said many patients prefer unlicensed homes because they get to
keep more of the money provided
by the government to take care of
them. They also do not have to abide
by curfews.
He said only about 25 percent of the
homes are inadequate.
David lives in an unlicensed home
owned by Simih Sabankaya. He is fed
three times a day and has his laundry
done.
Before living in the Sabankaya home,
David was living on the streets and eating out of garbage cans. He said
Sabankaya provided a place for him
to live, and he feels that he gets
good care. Many of the other residents, who crowded around and joked
with Sabankaya, agreed.
Sabankaya worked in a board and
care home before opening his house 5
years ago.
"If you’re in this business for the
money, then you’re in the wrong business," he said.
One SJSU student had mixed feelings about the mentally ill.
"They’re a couple of them who yell
rude things at me, but I don’t find them
disturbing, SJSU student Derek
Petersen said.
"I wish we could do something more
to help them but I’d probably end up
paying for it."
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LEFT: Firefighter engineers John Borsi, left, and Steve Smith rinse chemical residue off their protective suits after inspecting Washington Square Hall.
ABOVE: Students sit on a lawn by Fourth Street while fire officials survey damages The building
was evacuated and remained closed until 215 p.m.

’The explosion was very loud. Glass flew all
over the place, hitting the walls.’
Aaron Riche
aerospace engineering sophomore

Explosion: Waste jar shatters
From page 1
Engineering
sophomore
Selene Curotto was in the
classroom when the explosion
occurred. Curotto said the
class was doing an experiment
which involved mixing butanol
and acetyl chloride.
"He went to the counter
where the organic waste jar
was and the jar exploded," she
said.
Aerospace engineering sophomore Aaron Riche was also in
the classroom.
"The explosion was very
loud," Riche said. "Glass flew
all over the place, hitting the
walls."

"The waste was being transferred," DeGroot said. "There
was a reaction and the beaker
broke, resulting in lacerations
and chemical burns (on
Mogannam)."
"Mogannam had cuts on his
arms from glass," said Steve
Robitaille, spokesman for
Valley Medical Center. "He was
treated and released. (Morgan)
was released, so his injuries
must have been minor as well."
According to assistant chemistry Professor Craig Stone,
there may have been some
unreacted sodium metal in the
waste container. That sodium,
he said, could have reacted
with what was in the container,

causing the explosion.
"The amounts we’re talking
about are very small," Stone
said. "This was within the first
10 minutes of the laboratory
and the waste container was
essentially empty; there was
only about 10 to 20 milliliters
very small volume."
Both Stone and DeGroot said
there was some type of overpressure which may have
caused the waste container to
explode.
The
Science
building
remained closed until about
2:15 p.m. Tuesday afternoon.
The hallways around the classroom will remain closed for an
unspecified amount of time.

Evans: Speaks to SJSU commuru
From page 1
Evans has given the results of
the survey to his executive vice
presidents and asked them to
discuss it with their managers
to see what can be done to alleviate some of the situations and
issues raised by the survey
results, he said.
To further address the issue,
Evans said he is willing to consider the appointment or creation of a position in the senior
administration that would seek
to ensure groups of all persuasions are represented in the
everyday workings of the
school.
Rod Diridon, Santa Clara
County supervisor, asked Evans
about his plans for finding funding other than from state tax
resources.
"One of the things we need to
spend time on is the cultivation
of our alumni," Evans said.
SJSU has the largest number
of alumni in the CSU system,
Evans said, and we need to get
them infused with looking back
to their time here, looking forward to the role of higher education, putting the two together,
and supporting SJSU.
He also said he would to go
out and "work the neighborhood" for straight funding from
companies like IBM and
Lockheed.
The subject of the SJSU football team and the suspension of
two key players for academic
reasons was brought up by a
California,
of
University
Berkeley alumnus.

This is not going
to become a
university that
prides itself on its
football team and
none of them can
read.’

I\

J. Handel Evans
SJSL president

Evans
Evans said he knows there is
a lot of concern about athletics
on the campus, but he wanted
to make something clear.
"This is not going to become
an intercollegiate athletics college. This is not going to
become a university that prides
itself on its football team and
none of them can read."
As to suspending SJSU’s two
best players, Evans replied, "I’ll
knock out the whole damn
team." The purpose of athletics
is to support the university, he
said.
Another question put to
Evans was about his position on
putting in foreign language
requirements, as is the case in
the UC system.
Evans replied that from a personal position, he would like to
see it because the university
needs to prepare students to go
into the global marketplace, but
he wasn’t sure the idea was

practicable.
"From a presidential point of
view, I wonder how many units
we can ask for to graduate with
a baccalaureate degree, and
where we have the money to
pay for the extra courses."
Near the end of the press conference, Evans was asked about
how SJSU fits into the urban
core of San Jose from an architectural perspective.
Evans said he wants to
change the environment of the
campus to a downtown amenity.
In a statement that seemed to
surprise some in the crowd,
Evans said he had an opportunity to speak to the San Jose
Mayor Susan Hammer about
two weeks ago regarding the
possibility of a joint venture
with the city to build a library.
To do so, the university
would draw on city resources,
Silicon Valley resources and its
own resources, he said.

Court blocks acid rain regulation
An
WASHINGTON (AP)
Environmental Protection Agency regulation aimed at curbing
acid rain was blocked Tuesday
by a federal appeals court that
said the agency overstepped its
authority.
The court decision put into
limbo a requirement that elec-

tric utilities install tougher pollution control technology to
reduce nitrogen oxide emissions from about 170 coal-powered boilers. The rule was to
have taken effect in January.
Nitrogen oxide and sulfur
dioxide from coal-burning electric power plants are the pollu-

tants that cause acid rain when
they mix with the atmosphere.
The court decision does not
affect EPA programs to reduce
sulfur dioxide, the principal
acid rain pollutant. Acid rain
has been shown by scientists to
harm plant and aquatic life, and
In some cases human health.
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A little respect
NBA players don’t need millions to play

SPORT FORUM
Matthew Tom
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SJSU bowling team member Joyce Kuo works on her form to keep up her 185 average during practice at the Suga Land bowling alley.

Rolling into victo
SJSU bowling teams win West
Collegiate Team Championships
By Nancie Gruber
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

San Jose State University’s
bowling teams rolled to victory
against a field of 10 men’s and
eight women’s teams at the West
Team
Coast
Collegiate
Championships at the University
of California at Davis on Nov. 5-6.
The men’s team beat secondplace Fresno State University by
more than 1000 pins, while the
women defeated their closest
opponent, Sacramento State
University by more than 700
pins.

’That’s what we want.
We want to prove that
we’re stronger and
bowl better as a team
than individually.’
Terry Gregory
SJSU bowling coach

In addition to the team victories, women’s captain Vickie
Salazar won individual honors
for high average with a 217. Her
closest competitor averaged
197.
Salazar also had the women’s
high game of 277 among the 40
women in the tournament, "but
you can only win one award,"
she said.
Team
rookie
Christine
Zamarron placed fourth in the
high average category with a
190.
Among the field of 50 men,
second -year
player
Matt

Arvanitis took the individual
award for high game with a 290.
It’s the highest game he’s ever
bowled, he said.
Men’s team averages ranged
from 210 to 218 in the tournament. Coach Terry Gregory said
he’s pleased with the consistency.
"That’s what we want. We
want to prove that ’we’re
stronger and bowl better as a
team than individually."
In their other team tournament this year, which was held
in Denver on Oct. 21-22, the men
finished third among the 16
men’s teams that competed.
Charlie Esteban, a third-year
member of the team, had the
high average among SJSU’s men
with 213.
The women’s team finished
fourth in Denver among the 11
women’s teams that competed.
The SJSU women led the tournament the first day, but missed
some key spares and ultimately
fell behind the top three teams,
Gregory said.
As in the UC Davis tournament, Salazar captured the top
slot for high average (202), beating out 54 other women.
Three of the top five collegiate teams competed in the
Denver tournament, Gregory
said. "It was a litmus test."
The National Collegiate Team
Match Games in St. Louis on
Nov. 25-26 will really tell the
story of how SJSU rates nationally, he said. The St. Louis tournament draws teams from all
around the country.

5N DRAFT BEER ALWAYS!
12 OZ. BEERS!

OPEN UNTIL 3ANt
THU.,FRI., & SAT.

N TACOS
; ROCK
HEALTH-MEX,. 1
131 W. SANTA CLARA ST.I
(5 BLOCKS WEST OF CAMPUS)

BY

W.B.

PARK

993-8230

GET ROCKED!
EXPIRES 12/10/94

While most leisure bowlers practice aiming for the center pin, Kuo
prefers to work on her game by shooting for the left pin.
Arvanitis is excited about the
prospect of going to St. Louis
of
the
prestige
because
attached to winning there.
"It’s a big collegiate tournament," he said.
In addition to the two team
events SJSU has bowled in, several team members also competed
in the Intercollegiate Masters and
Queens Tournament, an individual competition for California’s
college bowlers that was held in
Fresno Nov. 11-13.
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SJSU sophomore Shannon
Tomkins won the women’s
event, beating 15 other qualifiers and averaging 195 in the
double-elimination tournament.
In a three-game series,
Tomkins beat her final opponent by 125 pins. She won a
$300 scholarship and a plaque.
Tomkins has won junior titles
before, but "this is my first individual collegiate award," she
said.

BOUND & GAGGED BY DANA

OFF THE LEASH

Glenn Robinson, Jason Kidd
and Grant Hill all have one thing
in common they’ll make more
money in one year than I’ll make
In a lifetime as a journalist.
Most first round draft picks
sign million dollar contracts
before they even dribble a basketball or take their first shot.
We’ve heard all the complaints about the inflated egos
that go along with the inflated
salaries. These draftees say
they "deserve" to be paid more
than the team is willing to give
them.
The NBA is not to blame, but
they certainly are not teaching
these young players any
responsibility or helping in the
maturation process.
Glenn Robinson, the first
overall
selection
by the
Milwaukee Bucks in the last
NBA draft, said he wanted and
deserved to be the first $100million-dollar-man.
For what, Mr. Robinson, dribbling a basketball down court
and winding up for one of your
thunderous slam dunks?

There is a certain amount of
arrogance, greed and selfishness in demand to be paid piles
of money for playing a sport.
Now owners and general managers are starting to complain
about the sky-rocketing salaries.
But the NBA is partly to
blame for feeding the egos that
match the million dollar
salaries.
The NBA allows players who
declare for early eligibility to go
back to school if they don’t like
the team that drafted them.
Giving these potential stars
constant escape clauses just
feeds their egos.
Magic Johnson, who played
as recently as 1991, quit as head
coach for the Los Angeles
Lakers saying the league has
changed and that players only
care about their million-dollar
salaries, making commercials
and starring in movies.
The league is now marred in
labor negotiations. The only
thing keeping NBA players from
striking is the rapport with
commisioner David Stern.
Pervis Ellison, Danny Ferry
and Sam Bowie are all first
round flops who’ll get paid millions for sitting on the bench.
These 21 -year-old kids come
into the league with their highflying slam dunks and think
they own the world.The league
has to teach these kids that
they must earn respect.
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Arafat wants to keep promises; asks donors to honor pledges
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BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) With his 6-month-old administration facing economic collapse and threatened by civil
war, Yasser Arafat appealed
today to International donors to
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IRANIAN STUDENTS Please 14801
A 5 year old girl will die without a
bone-marrow transplant. Contact
your local Blood Bank & ask how
you can help.
ADOPTION: We’re a happily
married couple (preschool teacher/
lawyer) who wishes to adopt a
newborn baby. We will provide a
secure loving home, extended
family, and 2 silly Bassett Hound
dogs who love kids, tool We will
love this child with all our hearts.
If you are considering adoption
please call us, Amy/Ken at 1800-996-9474 Legal/Confidential.
GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Be
a surrogate for a childless
couple, Must be at least 21.
Bay area. $14,000 paid. Call:
1800-308-7367.
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Office visits and x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call (KO) 655-3225.
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apart
unless his government receives the rest - about
$700 million promised for this
year.
"There is no infrastructure
left after the Israeli occupation.

We are starting from zero,"
Arafat told reporters today
before the start of the two-day
conference.
But
World
Bank
Vice
President Cab o Koch-Weseer

estimated that only about third
of the money - $200 million to
$240 million - will arrive this
year.
This is partly due to delays in
implementing self-rule, which

Classz fled

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Ho

make good on aid pledges so he
can keep his promises to
Palestinians.
So far, Just $140 million has
been paid, and Arafat warned
the peace process could fall

GET A JOBI We are Takeout Taxi,
MED A CHEAP SET OF IVHEELS7 79 America’s largest dinner delivery
Yanaha 650. New outch. +/rescreen. service. We deliver dinners from
restaurants like Chills, TGI Fridays,
Runs OK. Torn 239-0445 eves.
& Marie Callenders to homes &
ACOUS11C GUITAR, brand new, steel businesses. Many 5150 students
string, western style, w/bag: $165. have enjoyed our flexible & friendly
Regular $275. Call 408-629-6350. work environment. You cart too. CAz
positims are pet tine ri tie mertgs.
SKI SET 210 SO’S with bindings: Cal Itts i-stried second. 369-9401.
$100. Mess size 11. boots: $75., Motile Walter/WaRress: Deliver
poles: $25. Call Kelly at 879-9445 from the restaurant to the cusomer’s
home or business. Earn $9-512/hr
for more information.
hour. You must be at least 18, have
your
own car, ins. & no motel one
thought
SPILLED INK a creative
journal, is taking over the best ding on your DMV. Posititons in the
minds of our generation. Available ()Leertno/Canctiell wee or SoUh Sal
@ Spartan Bookstore $3. Or mail Jose. Cash tips nightly!!! 369-9401.
to P.O. Boi 8362 Sartbse CA 95155.
CAMPUS REP. Join anexciting
Rfl’ON, PEW, 6’ FUTON 8 FRAM and growing company, & develop
Fabric choice. Full set $119. new sources of reprographics at
Queen set $129. (408) 926-1951. San Jose State University.
Quealled ea ndidetes should have:
Previous retail sales experience,
Some experience operating copy
and/or binding machines,
MITSUBISH STARION 87 trbo tr. Positive upbeat attitude,
Wht, loaded, new trbo, tires. 103k Strong communication skills,
Customer service oriented,
mi. Records. $4950/obo. Felix:
Ability to work in a fast paced
277-6230 / egr. 865-7636.
environment,
Active participation in campus
84 PLYMOUTH RELIANT hail.,
activities,
great condition, silver, new radio,
Be able to commit to 20 hours
brakes. $lew. Call 415-593-9194.
per week,
78 DODGE RAM CHARGER 4X4 Desire to develop strong
marketing skills,
New paint job, new engine. pb,
Willingness to participate in a
"’at. $4900 obo/Possible trade.
sixweek paid training program.
Call 259-0740. Page 552-6724.
We offer competitive hourly rates
IN DODGE RAM CHARGER 4X4 plus bonus based on sales
8 cyl. Low miles. Grey & Silver w/ production. Apply in person and
dk red interior. Excellent condition. complete an application.
COPYMAT
$6,800. Gene: 2683994.
119 East San Carlos St.
San Jose
(408)998-1844
Fax (408) 998-5573.
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED.
THE SPARTAN DAILY is accepting MARKETING ASST. Direct mail,
applications fzr Spring 95 semester. general office, computers, good
HOURS: 7:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. with details. $7.15/ hour. 15-20
DAYS: Monday through Friday. hr/wk. Call 243-9173.
PAY: 85.00/hour. Paid monthly.
DUTIES: Deliver the Spartan
Daily to distribution locations on
campus & recycle old newspapers
into the Campus recycling bins.
Cal. License & DMV printout is
required, If hired. Apply at the
Spartan Daily, Dwight Bentel Hall,
Room 203, now through January
16,1995. Fcr nfo: call 924-3277or
924-3283.

AUTO FOR SALE

EMPLOYMENT

Phone: 924-3277 III FAX: 924-3282
P/T WORK FOR SJSU SNOWS
Growing company has immediate
openings with high pay and
flexible hours. Perfect for a
college schedule (10,25 hrs/wk)
*Starting Pay $10.50.
No experience is necessary - training will be provided!!!
We also offer internships and
100 corporate scholarships each
year. Call 280-5195.
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST. Join
Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition’s
campaign to protect ground water
and promote green technology.
Committed workers needed 1:3010:00 for fundraising/organizing.
Make a difference while making a
living. 288-7882. E0E.
FLEXIBLE SHIFTS Telephone
surveys for market research co.
No sales. Days -Eves -Weekends.
$6.00/hour. 408-289-1499.

$800 A WEEK PART TIME!
Stuffing envelopes. Please send a HEALTH CLUB COUNTERPERSON
S.A.S.E. to: M. Conner, P.O. Box P/T Evenirgs & Weekends. Rex lass.
10364 San Jose, CA 95157.
WANTED: Self-motivated, outgoing team player. Will train.
ENJOY WORKING WITH CHILDREN? APPLY: Mon. Fri. 10am - 4pm.
Small World Schools is currently 199 E. Middlefield Rd. Mt. Mew.
hiring for F/T & P/T positions for
Preschool & Day Care. A variety of
BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS
shifts available in San Jose, Bel- Sports minded students to make
mont. Millbrae & San Bruno. Also 6150.-5225. weekly, working
hiring for substitutes flexible 17-25 flex hours. 2 jobs available.
scheduling does not interfere with (No phone sales or agency)
school obligations. Prefer 12 ECE Call Kristi for info: 249-8446.
or 6 ECE completed + current
ECE enrollment for all positions. BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Benefits & an abundance of Earn to $20./hr. Day/Eve, 1 or 2
growth opportunities! Please call week classes. (415) 968-9933.
408257-7326 to whedulenterview. International Bartenders School.
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
with scheduled increases.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Full-time or Part-time
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
FULL TRAINING
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
Union
/ Paid Vacations
Credit
Medical/Dental Insurance
WEEKLY PAYCHECKS!
Apply: Mon.- Fri. 8am 5pm,
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Near 101 to San Tomas Expressway.

$ EARN EXTRA CASH
up to 5120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900. M -F, 8-5pm.
CELLULAR/PAGER SALES
positions. Currently hiring for new
downtown location. Outside sales.
100% commission. Your own
hours. Write your own check.
938-0100, ask for Todd or Rob.

RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT.
in landmark bldg. kkge windows.
miniblinds. new appliances
incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C.
Neutral carpet, intercom entry,
gated covered parking, laundry
room.Great views! 1 blk from
campus. 2 persons OK. Rent from
$650. Aspen Vintage Tower
297-4705.

GENERAL/TEC HINIC AL
Research/Edidng/ProoheadIng
Write Now, (4081738-0436.

Student Voice Mall $7. Month*
No more missed messages!
Rent your own private, password
protected voice mail box
("3 month minimum). Pager
notification and group boxes
available. Call today for free
MUST SEE TO BEUEVEI 2 blks to recorded message. 24 hour
SJSU. 201 Wm. apts. $595/ mo. access. 408-261-9880.
Newly remodeled. All new: carpet,
lino, blinds, appliances, oak cabiAFFORDABLE
nets, bathrooms, etc. Security
LEGAL CLINIC
lighting. Laundry. Underground
Attorneys & Paralegals
parking. 633 S 8th St 272-8716.
Immigration &Traffic Problems
’Divorce & Bankruptcy
ROOM TO ROAM!
Personal Injury
Over 1100 sq. ft. of living space
All Legal Matters
in our huge 2 bedroom condos.
(408) 286-8087
Split master suites.w/d, a/c &more.
Woodland Meadow
P/T RESEARCH ASSISTANT
408-441-7600.
Available. Broad Academic
background in Social Science.
QUIET, 7 BLOCKS FROM SJSUI Proficient on Mac. General
295 E. Younger Ave. corner of N. knowledge of library databases
7th St. Clean, new paint, and bibliography materials.
refrigerators, electric stoves, Excellent References. Call:
w/w carpets. blinds, CABLE. (415) 327-4609.
Furn. studio for 1 - $600.
1 bdrm. & carport 2 $650. WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING.
Versatile, expert staff. Fast
Call 1-415-355-0171.
turnaround, free fax delivery.
Long experience helping ESL
2BeciroomAparnment$750/mo.
students. Call 800-777-7901.
Security type building
Secure Parking
MEN & WOMEN- BARE IT AU.I
Close In
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Modern B.ilding
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
Free Basic Cable service
using chemicals. Let us permaLaundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Back -Chest - Lip - Bikini -Chin (408) 295-6893.
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
GREAT VALUE!
1/2 price if made before Dec. 31.
A comfortable home at a
reasonable rate. Studios, 1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
1 bdrms. and 2 bdrms.
Available now. Call
Campbell . (408)379-3500.
TIMBERWOOD APTS.
408-578-6800.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
ROOMMATES
college teacher) assists with
SNELL/CAPITOL. Female RM. research & writing. Tutorial also
3 br. 2 ba. mobile Sm. $325 + 1/2 avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
utils. $50, dep. Non-smoker/drugs. Convenient Peninsula location.
Fum.w/twin bed, w/d. 281-4728. Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
SORORITIES / FRATERNITIES Chinese & other langs. spoken.
House for rent 1/1/95. Parking. Foreigners welcome! Call today
8 bdrm, 5 bath, storage. TV rm, for free phone consultation:
(415)525-0505...ask for Daniel.
meet rm. S. Sixth St. 253-2449,

GIVE A DAMN? GET A JOBI
Join Sikes Valley Toxics Coalition’s
campaign to protect the Valley3
failing ground water. Committed
workers needed 5:15-9:30pm for
fundraising/community organizing.
Make a difference while making a QUET 2 BDRM. 28A CONDO near
living. 2887882. EOE.
It. rail, IBM, shoppng. Share with
sober n/s. Sense of humor reqSALES - SPORTS
uired. $aw + 1/2 POE. 365-1174.
FUN PART TIME JOB
Helping USA Amateur Athletes
RECENT SJSU GRAD WANTS
with training opportunities to
easy going M/F Non-smoker to
prepare for International &
share 2 bdrm 1 bath in quiet Willow Glen. near It. rail. $350./mo.
hopefully, Olympic competitions
265-8553.
5-9 Mon-Fri +10-2 Sat
EARN $6.00- $12.00hr
Manager 18+ w/ car
EARN $600 TO $900 MO.
SCOTT (408) 982-9601.
SJSU SKI & SNOWBOARD CUIB
9495. *Whistler Canada - January
MARKETING
Environmental/fiUtrition Co. seeking 8-13. Air, 5 nights &lift passes:
outgoing individuals with outstand- $449. Also discounts at local
ing leadership abilities. PT/FT, will stores and discount Tahoe tickets.
train. Telecommunication positions ’Ski Club has planned trips to
also available reselling surplus Tahoe, parties. gatherings & more.
digital long distance service of top For info call Mark at 924-8225.
long distance carriers. PT/FT. will
STUDENT TRAVEL SERVICES
train. Call Mark 408-7383933.
Lowest Air Fares Available
Call for Quotes
We Deliver
Western Union Money Transfer
2 BDRM / 2 BATH. 3 blks off United Express Travel Agency
campus. Includes water, garbage (408)279-2101.
& cable TV. Laundry and parking
avail. $750./mo. + $600./dep.
No last month. Ask about $200
SERVICES
movein bonus! Call 295-5256.
RESUME PREPARATION by
1 DORM APT $500 mo/$500 dap. member of Prof. Assn. Resume
Carport/Laundry/Close to dwntn. Writers. Reasonable rates.
%a 292/87. Gt bcation 226-6816 Cochrell’s Professional Resumes.
(408) 356-2874.
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm/2 be. $745-5795/ mo. WASHING SQUARE FEDERAL
Responsive management. Walk or Credit Union offers special
ride bike to school. Very clean. rates on Auto. Personal, and
roomy 8, remodeled. Security type Consolidation Loans, plus CDs
bldg. Quiet with good neighbors. and Share Accounts for SJSU
Laundry facilities. Cable T.V. students and alumni. Please
Ample parking. We take advance call (408) 947-7273.
deposits. Call 288-9157.

MAUL

RENTAL HOUSING

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
Student Discounts.
Big,0-Tires, 2336 El Camino
Real, Santa Clara.
Mon- Fir 8 to 5:30, Sat: 9 to4.
261-4430.
WRITING HELP. Professional
editing, rewriting, proofing, ghostwriting. Letters, reports, books.
essays, theses, articles, etc. For
more info please call Dave Bolick,
510.801.955.4. VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX. Emergencies O.K.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST is
now accepting students wishing
to excel in Guitar or Bass.
Beginning, Intermediate, and
Advanced welcome. All styles
including: Rock. Jazz, Blues,
Funk, Reggae, Fusion. and
Folk. Call 408-298-6124.

ENTERTAINMENT
MISS YOUR SOAP?
Call the Soap Hotline at
1-900226-0906 ext. 319.
Must be 18. $1.98/min. Max 2
min/3.96. Touch Tone required.

INSURANCE
$50.00 STLIDENT DISCOUNT!
ASTORIA INSLRANCE BROKERAGE
Auto. Jet Ski, Motorcycle,
Boat, Home owners Insurance.
"Alumni" serving "Students"
...Talk to me, I’ll help you.
DU!? Accidents? Suspended Lic?
Call me, (Don) 408247-3734.
Open on Sat/Sun with appt. only.

N

Certain advertisements In
these colurms may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional information.
Classined readers should be
renindfid that, when mailing
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carehilly Investigate ii firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
%stations or merchandise.
SJSU STUDENT INSURANCE
No one can hang with our rates.
Call the others first.
OR
Save Time & Money
and Call Us Now!
408-246-6644 ask for Randy,
or page 408-951-8003 anytime)
*Can’t get away? I’ll go to you!

Auro INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
AUTO INSURANCE
Accepting New Drivers
Good Student Discount: 25%
Good Driver Discount: 20%
Other Discounts Available
Other Insurance Available
Call SHIRLEY (408)267-6067
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP

HEALTH/BEAUTY
ENHANCE YOUR PERFORMANCE
Are you tired of neck pain,
headaches and low back pain
from long hours of studying?
Come see Dr. Galls for a
Free Spinal Exam. 408-998-4480
Bascom / 280.
EULCTROLYSISCUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
ARE YOU A PRISONER OF PAIN?
Break out of the prison of pain.
Free yourself to once again do the
things you have always enjoyed.
Feel better emotionally & physically.
Quick and affordable, drugless
pain relief. Call (408) 374-4960
Pain Relief Center for free 16 page
booklet on chronic pain.
50% oiscouNn
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Expires Dec. 31st. 1994.
408.378-3500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
Campbell, CA 95008.

IYYJNQ
FASTEST TYPIST IN SAN JOSE!
Accuracy is my specialty. Fast turn
around. Resumes, student papers,
correspondence. Worked with SJSU
students for 15 years. Located 10
minutes from campus. Reasonable
rates. Satisfaction Guaranteed!!!
A job well done always. Call Jane
(408) 937-0373 anytime!

WORD

PROCESSING

CALL ANNA AT 972-4992
for dependable, professional
wordprocessing. Theses, term
papers, resumes, group
projects. etc. Transcription.
Free spelling & grammatical
editing. Free storage. Fax
machine. One-day turnaround
on most work. 8am to 7pm.

. OR .. ATIONAL , -ENCY RATES CALL

408-924-32T7

Print your ad lam Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

DELIVERY DRIVERS & COUNTER
help, MOUNTAIN MIKES PIZZA.
Earn up to $8.00 per hour in
wages, tips and commissions.
Apply in person at 2011 Naglee
ave. (at N. Bascom) San Jose.
SEEKING RESPONSIBLE Individual
to babysit 16 mo. and 5 yr. old.
late afternoon to evening at
least 3 days/wk. Starting salary
depends on experience. Call
for more details 227-6291.
YOUTH BASKETBALL REFEREE:
Jan. 7 to March 18. Games on Sat.
NIP op. necessary. $5.00 to $7.00
per hour. For info call 226-9622.
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY:
Intramural Sports Director to
supervise SJSU student intramural
sports. Apply by Dec. 9, 1994 in
the Student Activities office. 408
924-5950.
$1500 WEEKLY possible.
mailing our circulars!
For info call 202-298-8933.
MARKETING ASST. Direct mail,
general office, computers, good
with details. $7.15/ hour. 15-20
hr/wk. Call 243-9173.

did not begin until May, and
partly because donors want
more guarantees the money will
not go astray once it reaches
the Palestinian territories, KochWeseer said.
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Ad Ratios 3-line minimum
Two Three
One
Days
Day
Days
$9
$7
3 lines
$5
$10
4 lines
$6
$5
$11
$9
$7
5 lines
$12
$10
6 lines
$S
$1 for each additional line

Name

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Fly. Address
Days
7,
$13 t‘iiv Stele
$14
Rpm
$15
$16
Send check cx mnney Ord(’ r to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
After the Illth day, rate ill0111808 by at per day. San Joe* State University
San Joe*, CA 95192-0149
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for 13 each
II Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
All ads are prepaid IN No refunds on cancelled ads
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
Rates for consecutive publications dales only
15-19 lines: $110
QUESTIONS? CALL (401)924-3277

Please check
one classification:
4
_^c -!a
Greek Messages* _Roommates*
_Real Estate
_Events‘
_Announcements, _Services
_Lost and Found** _Health/Beauty
_Ride Share*
_Volunteers*
insurance
For Sale
_Autos For Sale* _Entertairtmehrt
_Travel
_Electronics*
_Tutoring*
_Wanted*
__Word Process
_Empioyment
_Scholarships
_OPPortunites

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
"Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
Altall!Mt

CALL MARCIA 268-9448
tor Word Processing Services
Edit & Format Specialist for
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
APA Tomblin MLA
Grammar, Punct., Phrasing
Tables, Graphs, & Charts.
Will also edit disks
600 dpi Laser Printing
Resumes/Cover Letters
International Students Welcome
10 minutes from campus!

AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing!
Theses. Term Papers, Nursing &
Group Projects, Resumes.
Letters, Manuscripts, etc.
WordPerfect 5.1, HP Laser N. All
formats, specializing in APA.
Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disc
storage. All work guaranteed!
Worry free, detertlable, and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment.
call now to reserve your time!
Call PAM 247-2681 (8arn-8pm). Plus
I HATE TO
TYPEI
If this got your attention, give your Save Addltions110%Per Referral!
self a break. Let me do it for you!
Resumes, term papers & theses. NOT JUST WORD PROCESSING
Turabian.
APA format. 52.00 per double
Cricago, etc.
Resumes. cover letters, term
spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
papers, theses, and much more.
Cash only. Cali Julie -445-0707,
Word and FrameMaker - can
import, cornett &edit diskettes.
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
Illustration and graphics.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA+
Term papers Group projects We are professional writers/
*Thesis ’Letters ’Applications editors with scientific and
’Resumes *Tape transcription. etc liberal arts backgrounds. We’ll
Nursing/Math/Science/English. listen to you. and we meet
Laser printer. Days & evenings. deadlines. Two blocks from
7days. SUZANNE, 446-5658. campus. Japanese services
available. Call Brian Of
Mlle PROFESSIONAL Experience. Wallace at 408.294.5964.
Typing & transcription for ALL your
needs including COLOR. Copying.
binding & FAX available. Pick up
SCHOLARSHIPS
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
Timeliness & satisfaction SCHOLARSHIP MONEY 113W PRICE
guaranteed. Tutoring available Money back guarantee. Refer 3
in some subjects. Contact Candi friends d’s free. 408736-4855.
at 1408)369-8614.
511 BILLIONS available for your
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. education, all students qualify!
Science and English papers/ Free message (800) 666-GRAD.
theses our specialty. Laser
printing. Free spell check and COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS
storage. APA. Turabian and other available. Recorded message
formats. Resumes. editing, gives details. 510-490-2685 ext
graphics and other services 112. "Shadowhawk Enterprises’
available. Masterson’s Word
Processing. Call Paul or Virginia
MONEY FOR COLLEGE!’
408-251-0449
Money is waiting for you right now
from Pnvate Scholarships. Grants
HAIWARDREMONTUNION CITY
and Fellowships. No Financial
Wordprocessing and typing:
Need and No GPA minimum.
All work accepted!! Reports
For FREE literature and
application package.
Theses Proficient with APA.
CALL NOW! 408-292-2400
MLA, and Turabian formats:
leave name, address. phone.
Quick & Speedy turnaround:
WP 5.1. Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm. ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATES!
Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504. Learn how to find little known
grants and scholarships on
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing your own or by using a low
Tneses, term papers, group cost matching service. Call
projects, resumes, letters. etc. 1-900-4434145 Ext. I 153. Cost
All formats, especially APA. $1.95 per minute / 5 minute call.
Experienced, dependable, quick Must be 18 or older. Infoservice.
return. Transcriptions available. Los Angeles. CA.
Almaden / Branham area.
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
Call Linda (408) 264-4504.
Acivertisirg that works
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1
answers will appear in the next issue.

ACROSS
1 Military supplies
slang
5 Playful animal
10 Article
14 Delay
15 City on the Nile
16 Double agent.
perhaps
17 Thrilling state
19 Taverns
20 Heavy-duty
engine
21 Apple or
pumpkin 22 Type of code
23 Stray cad
25 Not her
26 Blacktop
30 Caesar s X
31 Martial art
34 Some exams
36 Pale
38 Cover
39 More finicky
41 Still in progress
43 "Born in the -’
44 Change the
clock
46 Char
47 Long-winged
seabird
49 limps kin
51 Smirk
52 Charged particle
53 Beauty 55 Hullabaloos
57’- the Great
Pumpkin.
Charlie Brown"
58 Wanderers
63 1492 ship
64 Place for dirty
linen
66 Above
67 Actor Flynn
68 Climbing plant
69 Not any
70 Run-down
71 Dutch cheese
Main
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DOWN

1 Deeply
impressed
2 Skirt length
3 Cheese lovers
4 Elevator
pioneer
5 Spotted wildcat
6 Jaunty hat
7 Men’s jewelry
8 Tennessee Ford
9 By - from
memory
10 Damage
11 Blue or green
gemstone
12 River to the
North Sea
13 Plateau
18 "Nrightline" host
Koppel
24 - up gets
ready
25 Puts up curtains
26 Baseball term
27 Develop
’Mal

a

@MU
MOO
COM

di

28 Suitcase
packer. often
29 North Woods
animal
31 Barthe’s
boyfriend
32 Slight trace
33 Garden tool
35 Enchantress
37 Lodging place
40 Snakelike fish
42 Lubricate
45 Deletion
48 Prayer beads
50 Affectionately
53 Rubberneck
54 Neither fish fowl
55 Before long
56 Prima donna
57 French island!
59 Budge
60 Surrounded tot
61 Actress Delan
62 Stalk
65 Sign of
approval
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At $8,395, you’ll have

plenty of money left for
At 44 mpg/city,

gas.

you might not need it.

The newest Geo. Metro,
Metro Coupe gets

A

from

$8,39*
.

an EPA est. MPG 01 44 in the city and 49 on the highway.*
warranty covers Metro from one end to the next.

And that’s with no deductihle... zero... none whatsoever.’
Metro comes with first-time

Gvt

to

know

the

Wint to know

newest

Geo.

Metro.

inure? Give us
GET

To

huyer assistance.

At your Chevrolet/Geo dealer’s.*

a call.

1- 8 0 0 -Get- 2 -Kno.

KNOW

Gee’
$11.n95 M.S.R P
Up

.S.S00

paynwnt

tio.41, ool f.rot tot.
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